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Writing Task (WT)
The Writing Task complements the other subtests by testing students’ abilities to produce about
600 words of continuous English prose in response to written and visual stimulus material on a
testpaper. Each piece of stimulus material evokes a different aspect of a single concept. Students are
free to respond to as many pieces as they wish in their response and may respond in any form or
style other than poetry.
This section describes the Writing Task testpaper and comments on the writing that students
produced in response to it. The comments are based on an analysis of a statistically significant
sample of students’ scripts. The criteria and standards guide used by markers to grade scripts is
included, along with graphs showing the distribution of grades awarded in each of the five
substantive criteria. Finally, a selection of scripts has been included to exemplify successful writing as
defined by the task criteria.

Commentary
The topic of the testpaper was Essence. The concept of essence prompted students to consider
what is at the heart of many aspects of their lives and of the world around them. The stimulus items
covered diverse areas and allowed students to explore ideas and issues from the everyday to the
more esoteric. At first glance, many students may have perceived an overtly scientific flavour to the
testpaper: the glass equipment from the science laboratory (including the condenser in the
foreground) was a unifying motif suggesting the ways essences are distilled to their purest levels in
the laboratory. However, visual images of self, family, the environment and the world in general, as
well as the accompanying written texts, provided a much broader framework for exploring the
theme.
Essence might be revealed through an exploration of the inherent qualities of people, places, things
and ideas. There was also a clear invitation to students to explore imaginary worlds suggested by
some of the visual images and some of the written texts. In contrast, some of the images and texts
belonged to the very concrete world of scientific endeavour.
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The testpaper included 12 separate pieces of stimulus material relating to Essence. This is shown
diagrammatically below.

Diagram of the testpaper
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Each of the 12 graphics was accompanied by a written text. The graphic and written text were
linked by a representation or connotation or by provision of a context that would generate interest
and a response (e.g. the birth certificate represented the process of naming; the monowheel
connoted the exotic and the bizarre; the family photo with the words of Marcel Proust in piece 12
provided a context for a story).
The stimulus piece most frequently chosen for response was 3 (Frog and tadpole). Twenty-nine per
cent of students in the sample group responded to this piece on its own. Fifty-two per cent of
students in the sample group responded to it in combination with one or two other pieces. It was
commonly associated with piece 6 (Birth certificate) and piece 8 (Einstein).

Description of stimulus pieces
1.

Bono cartoon

The written text of this stimulus piece suggests that it is the art of the cartoonist to distil the essence
of the day’s events, which may be of political, human, environmental or social interest, and present
that essence simply and effectively enough for readers to get a laugh and to become more aware of
the events. The cartoon represents the rock star, Bono, who has used his celebrity status to play a
key role in influencing national leaders to act on important international humanitarian concerns.
Only four per cent of students in the sample group chose this stimulus piece. Their responses
ranged from a narrative on the life of a cartoonist, to a discussion of ethical choices posed by
cartooning, to expositions on the techniques of cartooning. Some described the current group of
Australian political figures and how to go about cartooning them. These scripts achieved well,
largely because they responded to the concept of essence effectively. The text extract in the
stimulus piece provided a guide to the essence of cartooning, which students used in their writing. It
was likely that the high level of responsiveness resulted from the piece being chosen by students
who had an interest in cartooning or drawing. This enabled them to write about things that they
knew and develop ideas that interested them. One particularly interesting script analysed the
popularity of The Simpsons and accounted for its long lasting success.
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2.

Cate Blanchett

Three still photos of Cate Blanchett in different film roles provide a connection to the movie
maker's statement. The quotation argues that, regardless of the role, an actor has an essence of
being which is their own and that this can be captured on film. This provided the opportunity for a
response that agreed or disagreed with the statement. Students were able to respond to the
questions, “Is an actor only ever just acting?” and “Is film always no more than make-believe rather
than also being able to ‘capture’ souls?”
Six per cent of students in the sample group chose this stimulus piece. Some described the plots of
films, both imagined and real. One student reviewed an imaginary film while others took actual films
such as Lord of the Rings and examined the essence of their success. Particular actors were analysed
in several of their film roles, for example Sir Ian McKellen (Gandalf in Lord of the Rings) and Johnny
Depp. Some students examined the qualities they brought to the screen and analysed whether they
were always the same regardless of the role they were playing. Their discussions were effectively
linked to essence, using the challenge of the question posed in the extract.

3.

Frog and tadpole

This image presents as an example of the idea that “Change is the essence of life”.
The written text expresses a positive approach to change. It suggests that change involves risk, but
that the risk can be worthwhile. This can be considered in an allegorical way or in a biological way,
with an emphasis on the process of metamorphosis. The open-ended nature of the quotation
required effective planning of the response to ensure continuity and the development of a central
idea. Responses developed from students’ personal reflections and philosophies on life tended to
suffer from repetition or from a confused sequencing of ideas. In many cases, providing examples of
experiences would have prevented the descent into repetition. This piece was chosen by 52 per
cent of the sampled students and the responses were noticeably weaker in responsiveness and
central idea than responses to other stimulus items. The resolution of the central idea was generally
managed ineffectively in responses where personal reflection about life-changing events in an
individual’s experience was important. For the reader, the problem in these was that little evidence
was given to support generalisations.
A significant proportion of the sample group used the image of the tadpole and frog as their
stimulus. In general, when this was done, both the central idea and the responsiveness of the
responses were more effectively developed. Several students explained the stages of growth of a
frog. It was clear from these examples that the students were writing from personal knowledge.
Few students dealt with the idea of a metamorphosis or used a scientific approach in any way,
preferring instead to tell a story. The more effective responses were from students who wrote
biographies of well-known public identities (Cathy Freeman, Martin Luther King, Lleyton Hewitt,
etc.) and so were able to draw examples of their own home-spun philosophies of life from the lives
of these people. One student wrote a narrative about his own life that presented the difficulty of
choosing between a future in sport or a future on the stage. Some other effective responses told of
the experience of migration to Australia and developed interesting connections with the concept of
essence. Some students wrote about struggles with dyslexia, pregnancy or abortion. They were
able to develop the philosophical discussions that arose from the stimulus with examples from their
own experience.
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4.

Wallpaper cat

This piece appealed to cat lovers and owners. It provides an opportunity to write more deeply
about appearance and the conflict with the truth or the essence of things. The cat could represent
any free spirit camouflaged by its surroundings and not confined by those expectations. The
wallpaper provides an opportunity to include the matter of design and appearance. Seven per cent
of the students sampled chose this stimulus and they generally wrote well. Some simply described
cats and their behaviours. Others considered cats as a species: where they live, how they live and
why they make good companions. Some complex themes were developed on the topics of designer
babies and plastic surgery as being corruptions of the essence of human life. Some scripts discussed
speciation in animals and genetic modification as interfering with the essence of life.

5.

Literary classics

The three books illustrated in this piece represent literature in a broader sense. The written text
invites an exploration of the essence of good literature. This is a topical matter in schools and is the
subject of many recent commentaries in the media and academia. The balance of emotion and
intellect could be used as the point of debate. More simply, an exposition on what makes a book
good literature or worth reading could make a worthwhile response.
The matter for debate in this stimulus piece was clear and students responded well. A small group,
six per cent of students in the sample, responded to this piece. Some excellent writing was
presented in their responses. The students appeared to have read widely themselves and were able
to show this in their discussions. The interweaving of thought arising from their ideas about
literature, emotion and intellect, combined with the theme of essence and supported by specific
examples from their own reading, invariably produced writing that was responsive, structured,
deliberate and focused.

6.

Birth certificate

This stimulus piece provides an opportunity for students to write about themselves and, in
particular, about their names. A name registered as a legal identity gave students the opportunity to
reflect on themselves, their family history, adoption, marriage or tradition. As a consequence, many
linked this piece (chosen by 19 per cent of the sample group) with piece 3 (Frog and tadpole) or
piece 8 (Einstein).
The responses that approached the topic by developing the idea that “My name is my essence”,
tended to be weak in structure and sequencing and in central idea, as the initial idea was often not
sustained. Planning is essential for an open-ended topic such as this one to ensure that the central
idea has sufficient material for development. Some of the effective responses considered the
derivation of the students’ own names and linked them to characters from the past (Joan of Arc,
Martin Luther King Jnr, etc.). This allowed those individuals’ histories to be invoked. Other
successful developments of the idea involved expositions on identity fraud and how police
investigate and recommend protection from this crime. These responses explored the feeling of
loss of identity and control in an individual’s life that corresponds to theft of the essence of
existence. Brand loyalty in advertising and the role of advertising in manipulating the essence of a
product were also analysed and linked to the surrendering of our own essence to loyalty to an
image of a product. Stories of adoption allowed students to explore their own histories and answer
the question, “Who am I really?”
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7.

Perfume

This stimulus piece provides a direct link to the theme of essence. Perfumes could be identified with
celebrities and fashion or could be considered as the result of a scientific process. The graphic
provides colour, shape and process to support the written text.
Of the sample of students who responded to this stimulus item, 10 per cent produced expositions
on scent being the essence of attraction between the sexes. The theme of blending was used
figuratively in some scripts as a way of describing processes in our society, with some students
pointing out that our success in blending race, gender, religion and language was the essence of a
peaceful world. In one script, a new fuel discovery resulting from the blending of many elements
leads to the new essence of motor sport. In general, students who produced these responses had a
clear central idea and maintained a creditable attempt at being responsive through their attention to
detail.

8.

Einstein

The figure of Einstein was identified correctly by only a few of the sample students, and few chose
to respond to the figure or to the items of chemical glassware depicted.
However, nearly 20 per cent of stimulus selections included this piece because of the text which
was commonly linked to piece 3 (Frog and tadpole). In many cases though, this did not result in
effective responses in terms of central idea or structure and sequencing. The idea of change
dominated but expositions on the human mind or the writer's mind generally produced vague
statements, repetitiveness and confused logic. Generally, students did not deal effectively with such
broad ideas. Responsiveness and central idea were noticeably weaker in the scripts of the students
who chose this piece.
Students from the sample who wrote effectively in response to this piece chose topics that
developed an experience or knowledge from their own lives. Examples included the challenges of
euthanasia or the struggle of a close relative with dementia or a narrative that dealt with the
decision to turn off life support for a grandparent. A piece of scientific writing considered genetically
modified foods as the product of scientific thought and showed our lives could be improved by
applying the essence of our minds to a problem. A personal narrative described the death and
funeral of an uncle who had also been a professor of philosophy.

9.

Monowheel

The graphic shows a wheeled vehicle reduced to its essence — the wheel itself. Students who are
attracted to the exotic may have found this image appealing. The written text evokes images of the
bizarre. The combination of this piece with other pieces provided students in the sample group with
opportunities to connect and interweave imaginative ideas.
Approximately five per cent of students in the sample group chose to respond to this stimulus item.
Responses were effective in developing a central idea but tended to be weak in responsiveness. Few
students chose this item by itself but rather, used it in combination with several other pieces, such
as piece 4 (Wallpaper cat), which allowed for an extra dimension to the examples provided in the
writing.
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10.

Indigenous dancers

This stimulus piece provides opportunities to respond to aspects of Indigenous culture. It is also
possible to connect the two aspects to the world of alchemy and legend. The smoke rising in the
flask above the dancers hints at the creation of a new form. Only five per cent of the sample
selected this stimulus piece for response. However, expositions on the loss of our natural
environment were effectively handled and probably drew on classroom studies in various subjects.
Students included the element of Indigenous respect for the land in these environmental
expositions, contrasting this with the preoccupations of the modern world.

11.

Monkey

The monkey in the beaker is suggestive of the treatment meted out to laboratory animals and of
cruelty to animals in general. It raises questions about the essence of humanity. This stimulus piece
elicited expository responses on cruelty to animals and human indifference. Twelve per cent of the
students sampled wrote on this theme. One student was critical of circuses and another argued for
the acceptance of the similarities amongst all animals. Two interesting responses were expository
articles discussing world poverty and slavery as examples of human indifference. Another student
linked the Holocaust, atomic weapons and political tyranny to an indifference to human life that
illustrated “the essence of inhumanity”.

12.

Wedding photo

This photo from the generation of the students’ grandparents provides comparisons in style,
expressions and attitudes with the students’ own lives. While the accompanying written text is
complex, it is also rich in ideas for the careful reader. It allows many students to give voice to their
feelings and to their memories of older relatives or people they have known. This may be the
reason why the 12 per cent of the sampled students who wrote on this stimulus generally did so
effectively. Many told stories, in particular, of their grandmothers, who were important influences
on them. In some cases, these reflections were stimulated by thoughts of their grandmothers’
belongings. A number of students wrote about their childhood on Aboriginal missions and the debt
they felt they owed to their grandmothers. These relationships were important to their identity and
the essence of who they were now.

Student performance
The word “essence” may not be an everyday word for year 12 students. However, careful reading
of the visual images and the accompanying texts on the testpaper revealed many nuances in the
concept and students were able to respond to these.
To be awarded a high grade, students must perform well in aspects of writing that are defined by
the criteria and standards guide. An effective script must have a unifying central idea; its vocabulary
or word choices must fit the intended meanings; it must show responsiveness to the testpaper in
terms of both the stimulus piece(s) and the concept; its mechanical aspects (grammar, punctuation
and spelling) must be correct and effective in conveying meaning; the structure and sequencing of its
component parts must be planned and deliberate. Markers also take note of whether a script has
conformed to the length prescription. The ability to write to a specific length is part of the skill of
organising and writing prose.
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In general, students’ weakest results were in responsiveness and central idea respectively. Their
better results were in vocabulary and in grammar, punctuation and spelling. This remained true
irrespective of the stimulus piece(s) chosen.

Central idea
When evaluating the central idea, markers ask, “What is this script about?” The criteria to apply are
clarity, deliberateness and well-focused development. Some students confused central idea with
responsiveness. Central idea is an important criterion, as the analysis of the sample scripts showed
students who achieved well overall achieved well in central idea. Students who performed poorly
generally had poorer results in central idea also.
Planning is important to achieve the development of the central idea. Students’ stories and
expositions on the stimulus pieces 1, 4, 5, 10, 11, 12 maintained the central idea more than those on
pieces 3, 6 and 8. A possible explanation may be that in the former pieces the stimulus text
contained more clues to build ideas upon and that these topics were therefore more specific. In
choosing a broad idea such as piece 3 (Frog and tadpole), “Change is the essence of life”, or piece 8
(Einstein), “The energy of the mind is the essence of life”, many students seemed to lose their way
in terms of central idea.

Vocabulary
Vocabulary is the use of words that are appropriate to their location and create an effect in the
response. Plain words can achieve a controlled and discriminating effect. Often, students who
achieved well did so using plain words and without “overwriting”. A surfeit of adjectives, adverbs
and complex nouns does not guarantee clear meaning or an effective response to the criterion.
It is more appropriate to choose simple words for effect than to use complex vocabulary in an
unwieldy manner and interfere with the meaning that is being conveyed through the central idea or
responsiveness.

Responsiveness
This criterion refers to responsiveness to the concept and to the stimulus pieces on the testpaper
on the day. The written and visual materials provide for the diversity of interest and viewpoints of
students from a range of backgrounds throughout the state. For this testpaper, the concept
requiring a response is Essence, which is the important quality of a thing. A script that is effective in
responsiveness would “do something” with the stimulus materials. Glancing references to the
testpaper result in lower grades for this criterion.
Students who performed well overall tended to perform strongly in responsiveness. Most students
seemed aware of the requirement to respond to both the stimulus and the concept. Nevertheless,
in many scripts about piece 3 (Frog and tadpole), change was the dominant concept. Essence may
have been mentioned in the final sentence but was not woven into the script logically or intricately.
This could have been done more carefully by providing evidence or examples of how change was
the essence of the topic. Similar problems were evident with piece 8 (Einstein). Evidence for “the
energy of the mind is the essence of life” was not presented and the concept became simply “the
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mind”. Simply repeating the word “essence” (in some cases, even as many as 26 times) also does
not necessarily achieve responsiveness.
Some scripts developed very individual approaches to being responsive; for example, one student
wrote a scientific explanation on the distillation of perfume in piece 7 (Perfume) by answering an
examination paper in chemistry. The answers were linked to develop the central idea and to
respond to the concept.

Grammar, punctuation and spelling
This can be considered the micro-level of organisation, the inside of sentences and words. It
represents a hierarchy, with grammar judged to be the most crucial to meaning. Punctuation and
then spelling follow in importance. There is no substitute for practising and maintaining vigilance in
using language. As well as having a knowledge of correct usage, students need to develop effective
strategies for revising and editing their writing.
One key weakness in some student scripts was the tendency to write in long and rambling
sentences. This can be corrected by a more careful use of the full stop. Sentence fragments (where
no verb is used) also present difficulties to the reader. In these cases, the full stop has been used too
often. In general, it is true that shorter sentences are easier to understand. This technique may
reduce flexibility and variety of sentence structure but the first priority is to be understood, so
students need to be able to revise their work and apply full stops wisely.
Another part of the process of creating sentences is ensuring that participles are not left “dangling”.
To neglect this can severely jeopardise meaning making and can create humour where none is
intended.

Structure and sequencing
This is the macro-level of order in writing. Ideas are sequenced by logic or time or space to achieve
a planned effect. Even when a clear central idea is present, the arrangement or development of the
content may still be disorganised and meaning not clearly conveyed unless the arrangement of ideas
is carefully sequenced.
This criterion often separates effective writing from weaker writing. The structure of paragraphs is
related to the sequencing of ideas and the linkages between them.
Students must organise their ideas into a logical structure so that their ideas progress in a coherent
way through the response. For example, a narrative should have a believable and logical sequence
so that the reader can follow the storyline. An expository response should have a clear thesis
statement followed by evidence. The requirements of various genres help students to organise their
ideas. A focus on planning should assist them to improve in this criterion.

Length
Students are required to write approximately 600 words of continuous English prose and must
write in the range of 500 to 750 words to avoid a penalty. The majority of students in the sample
group were able to write within these limits.
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Prose forms
Each year, the testpaper gives students writing suggestions such as an argument, a literary
exposition, the text of a speech, a persuasive text, a feature article, a procedural text, an interview,
a scientific report, a personal reflection or a monologue. The list is intended to stimulate, not
prescribe. Any form, except poetry, can be used. It is recommended that students write in a style
with which they are comfortable to demonstrate how well they can write.
In 2007, narrative and expository forms each represented roughly 30 per cent of the scripts
sampled. Personal reflections, articles, speeches and arguments each accounted for roughly
10 per cent. Diaries, letters and play scripts made up less than three per cent each. Some students
combined genres in their responses.
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not identifiable

6

limited

4

6

inappropriate to the extent that it
interferes with meaning at times

5

4

identifiable idea, poorly developed;
or not readily identifiable but some
development evident

3

2

1

5

3

identifiable idea; uneven
development
appropriate

controlled (imaginative,
discriminating)

identifiable for intended audience;
direction and resolution revealed

2

the writing demonstrates a use of
words exactly fitted to their location
and effect in the response (the right
words in the right places).

1

For a 1 +

the writing demonstrates the clear,
deliberate and well-focused
development of a central idea
(explicit or implicit).

VOCABULARY

For a 1 +

CENTRAL IDEA

no relationship between writing and
the concept or stimulus material

4

a creditable connection to either the
concept or stimulus material;
or a weak connection to the concept
and stimulus material

6

5

3

2

1

a creditable connection to the
concept and stimulus material

strong (immediate or subtle) and
sustained connectedness to the
concept and stimulus material on
the testpaper

the writing shows sensitivities to
nuances of the concept and
stimulus material on the testpaper.

For a 1 +

RESPONSIVENESS

GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION,
SPELLING

inept

lapses in usage obtrude and detract
from meaning

lapses in usage intrude but do not
detract from meaning

precise and effective use of the
conventions

the writing consistently
demonstrates a command of: the
principal conventions of the written
language, as evidenced by mastery
of rules related to subject/verb
agreement, participle use,
antecedent agreement, pronoun
choice, tense etc.; correct
punctuation; correct spelling.

For a 1 +

Contribution to the holistic grade made by…

Writing Task
Criteria and Standards:
Marking Guide

6

5

4

3

2

1

incoherent

weaknesses in structuring and
sequencing detract

weaknesses in structuring and
sequencing evident

fluent (transition, flow, continuity, linkages)
flexible (variation in arrangement of ideas
in phrases, sentences, paragraphs)
logical and/or intricate weaving of thought

the writing demonstrates a planned
structuring of extended written text
and deliberate sequencing of ideas
and images for effect.

For a 1 +

STRUCTURING & SEQUENCING

Grading a script
• Read the script as a whole.
• Think about the worth of the script holistically.
• Make a judgment about the contribution made by each criterion you are
considering (CI, V, R, GPS, SS) to the holistic worth of the script.
• Assign a grade and a qualifier to record each judgment.
• Make a decision about the length of the script and record it (when required).

far too short
< 400 words

far too long
> 1000 words

too short
400–500 words

too long
750–1000 words

about right
500–750 words

LENGTH

Decision about …

Criteria and standards schema for marking
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Vocabulary

0
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5
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Structure and Sequencing

Distribution of raw grades in each criterion

Proportion of scripts

Central Idea
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Proportion of scripts

5
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Total raw score for criterion

10

Responsiveness

30

35

Selected student responses
The following responses to the 2007 Writing Task subtest were selected from those scripts that met
the standards for successful writing as defined by the criteria and standards for marking the Writing
Task.
These complete scripts appear in their original handwritten form. They may contain errors in
grammar, punctuation and spelling as well as factual inaccuracies but they have been published as
they were written for the sake of authenticity.
The QSA has not expressed a preference for any particular form of writing by its selection of these
examples, nor are the sentiments expressed in them necessarily endorsed by the QSA. Before
publication the QSA attempted to establish, but cannot guarantee, the originality of the writing in
these scripts.

Response 1
This responds to stimulus piece 7 (Perfume). It comments on the penchant of female celebrities to
become perfume designers and reveals that The Curse of the Perfume destroys the lives of these
foolish people as a punishment for refusing to be content with what they have already achieved. The
script takes the form of a feature article for a magazine or newspaper and includes an interview with
a celebrity who explains the curse and how to avoid it. The script provides an example of simple
vocabulary used with discrimination and the writer has used the features of the genre effectively,
providing a succinct introduction, a question answered by the celebrity and a concluding word of
advice to others of her kind.

Response 2
I think, therefore I am … I think is strongly responsive to the overall concept of Essence and to
stimulus piece 8 (Einstein). The writer draws on the philosophy of Descartes. This central idea is
developed effectively, first by dismissing the suggestion that our essence could be our bodies
because the body is used to perform the actions decided by the mind, and then by pointing out that
minds can suffer any number of injuries and even be “lost”, yet people so afflicted will still be
themselves. The writer concludes that we will probably continue the search, and hope for an
answer to the question of our essence forever but may have to leave it to the philosophers.

Response 3
Cogito Ergo Sum clearly responds to stimulus piece 8 (Einstein) and focuses on the same
philosophical statement as Response 2. The writer gives a carefully sequenced account of a stage
performance by a young woman, made up and dressed in white, who presents a dramatic
monologue in which she reflects on the essence of her existence. At each stage of her discussion,
she unconsciously wipes off more and more of her stark white make-up, becoming more and more
animated as she does so and finally becoming fully alive when she reaches her conclusion. The
central idea is well developed, the generic features of the dramatic monologue and the recount are
well handled, and the responsiveness is strong and well sustained.
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Response 4
Stimulus piece 6 (Birth certificate) provides the starting point for Our Names and Our Essences, a
very personal discussion about the importance of our names. The thesis is that our names should,
and inexplicably do, reflect our essence, despite the irony that our parents do not even know us
when they select them. Although no firm reason for this is offered, the writer states and uses a
range of evidence to develop the central idea effectively, and provides a well-crafted and engaging
exposition.
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Response 1
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Response 2
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Response 3
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Response 4
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